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STAYING YOUNG AT ANY AGE

PROTECTING YOUR KNEES

I don't have ambrosia from the gods and
I have not located the fountain of youth,
but I do have tried and true steps to
maintain an active, healthy lifestyle into
our senior years. Bringing sexy back, however you define it, has never been
so important.

Many of the injuries we sustain in our
youth contribute to the problems we
face as adults, and our knees are no
exception. What kind of information do
we need to know to protect us from
serious injuries and help us
stay active?
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WHAT YOUR BACK PAIN
IS TELLING YOU
Lower back pain affects four out of five people,
according to the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons. Pain can result from a strain
or sports injury, from carrying around extra
weight, or from lifting a heavy object, but in
some cases, a disc may be the culprit.

welcome

elcome to our fourth issue of Azalea Orthopedics. This issue is devoted to
keeping “you out there,” which is this year’s focus at our medical practice.
Our bones, joints, and nerves take a beating every day, and our goal as an orthopedic
practice is to keep you doing the things you love to do!
As you will see in our articles, we believe strongly in staying active while allowing you
to be in control of your own health care choices.
As we get older our bodies begin to show signs of aging both inside and outside.
Unfortunately, when it is on the inside, we cannot see the damage that may be occurring, but there are signs. Inside this issue, these signs are addressed in a way that will
inform and assist you in enhancing not only the number of years in your life, but also
the quality of life as you age.
It’s all part of Azalea Orthopedics’ commitment to being proactive in sharing healthy
living tips with you in a preventative way so you can enhance your quality of life and
spend more time with those you love.
Sincerely,

John F. Walker, MD
President, Azalea Orthopedics
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Letter from the Editor

Living life as an in-betweener
I’ll squeeze in working out between work and cooking dinner
Recent years have brought forward a new generation to replace the ranks of the baby boomers — Generation X. Many of these boomers, who are retiring at increasing rates, are now
enjoying the fruits of their lifelong cares and labors.
Along with the late boomers, the Gen Xers are beginning to carry the economic and family
responsibilities once shouldered by the boomers. Dedicated to their professions and staying
incredibly busy, the Gen Xers often carry the cares of two generations — their children and
their parents. They are part of the “in-betweeners” or “the sandwich generation.” Many work
out at the gym or jog, but most are too exhausted to be committed to a regular exercise
program. As they gulp down hamburgers and sodas from the fast food drive-in, they resolve
to take better care of their health — TOMORROW.
Because I confessed to you in the last issue that I have gracefully moved into my 40s, I
believe we have moved to a new level in our editor/reader relationship. As I read the stories
in this issue, I must admit that my heart started beating a little faster. I think it comes from
the fact that I have one more THING to think about — my health.
On the outside I look like I have it all — great job, great family, and a nice house. But if you
were to spend time with me, you would know that there is jelly on my jacket and lunches
left in the car by my 4- and 8-year-old. That’s just the beginning. As I sit here typing, I am
trying to remember if the family dental appointments are today or next week. (I will deal
with that later.)
If those small worries don’t connect with you, what about your mortgage payment, the recession, and the Social Security we have been paying into that won’t be there when we need
it? Or the health care crisis, the current political confusion, and the price of gas and milk?
As a Gen Xer, like most of the in-betweeners, I am often overwhelmed by all the tasks I
must do, the miles I must drive (at the cost of gasoline today), and the family needs I must
meet. I take care, as best I can, of the health care needs of my children. And if there is any
time left over I will, if pushed, look at my own health care needs.
I have to say, my back does hurt a little, and my Blackberry thumb does tend to bother me
while typing or texting for long periods of time. And my knees are starting to crack after
bending down a hundred times a day to pick up toys and clothes. Other than that it’s all
carefree.
So, what I do ask is that while you read our magazine that encourages you to exercise more,
eat right, and take care of the bones, joints, and nerves in your body, understand that we,
too, at Azalea Orthopedics, know that life is stressful. Attempting to care for yourself is
sometimes last on the list, but in the long run, it will have more return than your Medicare
reimbursement.
I think it’s time to check the dental appointment, the soccer schedule, homework, school
clothes, and dinner. I should be done around 10 tonight. That’s when I can exercise. Or
maybe I’ll just worry about that TOMORROW!
Leslie Fossey
Editor-in-Chief
azaleaorthopedics
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Staying
Young at any

AGE
G

one are the days of that spring
in our step. Gone are the days
of no soreness after a hard
workout. And gone are the days of firm,
toned muscles.
It’s a sad reality, but if you’re between
the ages of 30 and 55, then you know
it’s time for a reality check. But it’s definitely not time to throw in the towel.
Though what once was firm muscle
tissue is starting to show a little slack,
and a weekend of fun makes us much
stiﬀer come Monday morning, we don’t
have to succumb to our body’s normal
aging process.

These tips can
help you retain that
healthy glow
By Margie Church
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No, I don’t have ambrosia from the gods,
and I have not located the fountain of
youth. What I do have are tried and true
steps to slow aging and maintaining an
active, healthy lifestyle into our senior
years. Bringing sexy back, however you
define it, has never been so important.
Even though our bodies are reminding
us we’re not twentysomething, it doesn’t
mean we have to stop putting on our
favorite dance shoes and tangoing our
way into our senior years.
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The bare bones

Muscling up

Once we hit our 30s, our bone mass
slowly starts to decrease, and in our
40s and 50s, permanent bone loss is
occurring.

Though toned muscles are undoubtedly sexy, keep in mind that they also
burn more calories, which helps keep
us trim. Consider a weight-lifting
program using lighter weights and
more repetitions to build muscle
without looking like a body builder.
Stronger muscles, ligaments, and tendons are more ﬂexible and help your
body absorb stress to fend oﬀ injuries.

Weight-bearing exercises such as
walking,
weight-lifting,
dancing, jogging, and tennis signal our
bones to make
more bone
and to make
it stronger.
Stronger bones
enable us to
avoid osteoporosis, which can be simply put —
avoiding fractures from falls as we age.
Genetics aside, an active lifestyle and
a healthy body weight are two things
that also can help prevent arthritis,
which can cause painful swelling of the
joints.

Long-term regular exercises may slow
the loss of muscle mass and prevent
age-associated increases in weight.
The American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons (AAOS) claims that an
exercise program doesn’t have to be
strenuous to be eﬀective.
If you’re starting a new exercise regimen, consult your doctor first. Take
things slowly. Begin and end with
gentle stretching and be alert to your
body’s signals that you’re over doing
it. You may experience a few aches
and pains initially but these should

subside in a reasonable time frame. If
the pain is sudden, severe, or doesn’t
stop after a few days of rest, talk to
your doctor.

Kick those
bad habits
Fad diets that put muscle mass at risk
Inactivity and unhealthy weight that
put joints and bones at risk
High heels
The pack mule syndrome: hauling heavy
purses, groceries, and children all at once
Skipping calcium-rich foods or supplements.
Stretching. Instead try warming up by
taking a brisk walk or doing another
light activity before starting your more
strenuous exercise.
Ignoring the body’s signals to slow down,
stop, or get medical attention
Not knowing your family’s health history

Body after baby
More and more women are having children in their late 30s and early 40s. Women who have children are
at a lower risk for osteoporosis, said Azalea Orthopedics surgeon Matthew Jones, MD. But keeping that
in mind, good prenatal health helps ensure that the nutrients needed by the baby don’t present longterm health issues for mom.
Once baby arrives, it’s important to tone muscles to encourage our body to return to its pre-pregnancy weight and shape. Sometimes the “baby fat” just doesn’t go away. Bigger feet and wider hips may
never fully retract. An exercise program and good nutrition help parents cope with the physical and
emotional demands of parenting and building a healthy attitude about body image, whatever our shape.
“The load from every extra pound we carry, whether it’s the baby, diaper bag, or extra post-partum
weight, goes right to our knees and feet,” Dr. Jones said. “Balance the load as much as possible and use
a stroller.”
Dr. Jones suggests wearing low-heeled shoes to maintain a good, low center of gravity and balance to
reduce the chance of falls.
Also avoid getting up from the squatting position. “The kneecaps get a real workout [from squats],
and you’re putting five times the pressure on them for every pound you lift,” Dr. Jones said. “A 20-pound
child puts a 100-pound load on the kneecap, which can cause injuries, especially as we age.”
People with knee cap injuries should avoid exercise equipment such as the StairMaster, deep knee bends,
squats, and 90-degree bends.
azaleaorthopedics
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Staying Young

Modern
technology:

Is it
worth
the
pain?
Are you addicted to text messaging? Love
playing Guitar Hero? Have a death grip
on your computer mouse all day long? A
show of hands is not needed, but take a
few minutes to give them a rest.
One of the most common hand and
wrist injuries is tendonitis. Forty-yearold Guitar Hero players are in deep
denial if they think their wrists can
take the same kind of exertion as their
9-year-old child’s wrists. You might
feel a little bit silly doing some hand
and wrist stretching exercises before
you start playing, but if you enjoy the
challenge and intend to beat the expert
level, you’d better start.
Texting? Using a Blackberry? These are
supposed to be fun, useful tools, right?
Carey Clark III, MD, whose specialty
is orthopedic surgery of the hand and
upper extremities at Azalea Orthopedics, said thumb joints can become
painfully inflamed from phone texting
and keyboarding with a Blackberrytype computer. “You need to give your
thumbs a complete rest from the activity," Dr. Clark recommended. "Take an
anti-inflammatory, unless it is contraindicated, for seven to 10 days. If your
thumbs aren’t feeling a lot better, you
should see an orthopedic doctor.”
Wrist extension braces are helpful to relieve stress on that joint and minimize the
impact on the wrist of using a keyboard
and mouse. These braces also help relieve
the discomfort of carpal tunnel syndrome.
Frequent stretching of the hands and
wrists are helpful, too.
There are some who think the Nintendo® Wii™ qualifies as exercise. “I
wouldn’t replace traditional exercise
with using a Wii,” Dr. Clark said. “In
fact, the motion needed to use a Wii
properly is not the same natural motion
you would use if you were, for example,
bowling. That incomplete, jerking motion could set you up for muscle strain.”
Though this ailment is just now getting
attention, the best cure for the Wii
arm is to stretch the arm, massage it,
and put an ice pack on it to reduce the
swelling and soreness.

8

Don’t over do it!
Remind yourself – there are only two days in the weekend
By Margie Church

With the hustle and bustle of the week coming to an end, Sarah looked at her weekend
schedule and penciled in some much-needed
work out time. However, what Sarah didn’t
realize is that one day of overexertion
wouldn’t make up for a week of inactivity.
The weekend warrior syndrome – when men
and women who don’t usually do a lot of
exercise during the week try to cram a lot of
activities into the weekend – can be more
harmful than beneficial to our bodies. We
throw on our in-line skates for the first time
in months and then wake up the next day
with an unbelievable backache and cramped
leg muscles. We’re just itching to get out
and do some yard work or plant the garden.
Unfortunately the next day our shoulders are
screaming in protest from doing things that
didn’t used to hurt. At the very least, we are
on the brink of exhaustion the next morning.
Even those who moderately exercise can
injure themselves by suddenly firing the afterburners on the weekend, working physically
hard, playing hard, or exercising way beyond
normal levels. Our aging bodies can’t really
take a beating like they used to.
Surviving the syndrome
As we age our muscles lose their flexibility, so
thoroughly stretching before and after sports
and physical work become even more important. “For example, those who play seasonal
sports or decide to prepare for a marathon
need to start slowly with conditioning,”
said John Priddy, MD, who specializes in

orthopedic surgery of the foot and ankle for
Azalea Orthopedics. “If you’ve had an injury,
visit with an orthopedist and perhaps even
receive a referral to a physical therapist to
discuss proper conditioning and techniques
to balance the muscles you’ll be using the
most. Physical therapists can help you increase
dynamic stabilizers to reduce injuries.” This
advice is good practice for people at any age.
Red flags
Muscle fatigue and pain generally go away
after a few days of complete rest or by
switching to a different activity. “If there is
swelling in the joint or increased pain even
after rest, or if the pain returns immediately
upon resuming exercise, you should see your
doctor,” Dr. Priddy recommended. 

Weekend warriors’
common injuries
Sprained ankle
Shin splints
Rotator cuff injury
Tennis elbow
Knee pain
Golf elbow
Lower back pain
— According to the
Revolution Health Group
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Protecting

your knees

N

ow that I’m a mom I am more
reﬂective about life. I look at
the most simple events and
seem to view them diﬀerently. I was at
my 8-year-old daughter’s soccer game
the other day, and she fell pretty hard
on her knees and sat for a few moments
to get her breath. My first concern was
immediate. Is she OK? Once she stood
up, my next thought was, what kind
of damage is this game having on her
body? Could it be that I am promoting
knee problems for her future? Should I
even let her play soccer? We are going
home!
I know, sounds a little crazy, but I see
these types of knee injuries in our clinic
every day. Rarely a day goes by without
a friend asking me to help them set up
an appointment.
Many of the injuries we sustain in our
youth contribute to the problems we
face as adults, and our knees are no
exception. Of course, we know that
we cannot suﬃciently warn our kids
— they won’t believe us. What kind
of information do we need to know to
protect our children from serious injuries and help us maintain our function?
Our knees are one of the most overworked parts of our bodies. They are
also very complex. Patrick Wupperman,
MD, an orthopedic surgeon for Azalea
Orthopedics, specializes in sports
medicine, and says that every step we
take puts about three times the pressure
of our body weight on our knees. For
example, if I weigh 130 pounds, that
is 390 pounds worth of pressure for
each step taken. Luckily that pressure
gets distributed and absorbed — until
injury or aging has occurred. Then the
injuries we sustain are much more serious and life-changing.

Strenuous sports can lead to future problems
By Leslie Fossey

10

The breakdown
To understand the knee, it’s important
to understand some basic anatomy.
The knee is made up of three bones:

azaleaorthopedics
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Common Knee Ailments
According to the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons, the most common knee
injuries include:
■

Arthritis — This most common cause
has many treatments available.

■

Ligament Injuries — 1) Anterior cruciate ligament injury: Changing direction
rapidly, slowing down when running,
and landing from a jump may cause
tears. 2) Medial collateral ligament injury: Usually caused by a blow to outside
of the knee. 3) Posterior curciate ligament injury: Often injured by a blow to
front of the knee or making a misstep.

the femur (thigh), tibia (shinbone),
and the patella (kneecap), which is
attached to the other bones by ligaments and tendons.
“The knee is unique in that it
does not just bend and straighten;
it also has a slight rotation,”
Dr.Wupperman says. “This rotation
is one of the factors that make it
more susceptible to injury.” Because
the knee is kept stable and aligned
by ligaments and tendons, this
is where damage usually occurs.
A few other important players in
the knee are the muscles in the
front and back of your legs and the
meniscus, the soft cartilage between
the bones that serves as a shock
absorber when you move.
So basically the bones support the
knee and joints, and the muscles
move the joints. The ligaments
provide stabilization and, as we
bear weight, the meniscus cushions
everything. Got it?
This is where it gets painful. As we
enter our 40s and 50s our knees
start to hurt. “As our knees begin
to age we begin seeing the damage
from previous injuries and just the
normal aging process,” Dr. Wupperman maintains. For example
the cushion begins to wear and the
ligaments and tendons begin to

■

Cartilage Injuries /Meniscal Tear
— The meniscus is a tough, rubbery
cartilage that is attached to the knee’s
ligaments. The meniscus acts like a
shock absorber. Cartilage tears are seen
in young and older patients alike and
are also a common cause of knee pain.

■

Patellar Tendonitis — Tendonitis
around the joint is most commonly of
the patellar tendon, the large tendon
over the front of the knee.

stiﬀen. When that is coupled with
the usual loss of stress absorbing
musculature, the knee hurts.
Is there anything we can do to give
our knees a break? First, we cannot
let our kids live in an injury-free
bubble, but we can educate our
family about how to take care of
the knees to keep them healthy as
we age. “We need to take better care
of our knees by learning how to
move properly, stretching, weight–
training exercises, and wearing
the correct protective gear during
sports and other activities,” Dr.
Wupperman concludes. “Hopefully
that equals less pain.” 1
Femur
(Thigh)

Patella
(Kneecap)

Lateral
Collateral
Ligament

Tibia
(Shinbone)
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Go fish

Knee injury couldn’t keep Denny
Brauer off the lake By Nancy Johnson

F

or Denny Brauer fishing isn’t just a favorite pastime, it’s a way of life. For the past 27 years he has
earned titles such as 1998 FLW Angler of the Year
and won several prestigious bass fishing tournaments as a
full-time professional bass tournament fisherman. But in
2007, Brauer noticed that he had trouble standing for long
periods of time and keeping his balance. An old football
injury had come back to haunt him. “I tore the cartilage in
my knee playing football in high school. I never realized
that so many years later
that injury would result
in the deterioration of
my joint.”
Unwilling to let the
pain in his knee slow
down his fishing career,
Denny contacted
Gary Goodfried, MD,
orthopedic surgeon at
Azalea Orthopedics,
to discuss his options.
“When Dr. Goodfried
said that I needed a total knee replacement, I wanted a
specialized hospital where I would receive the best care.
I was particularly impressed by the low infection rate at
Texas Spine & Joint Hospital,” Brauer said. Brauer didn’t
waste time, and by January 2008 he had a new knee. “My
experience at Texas Spine & Joint Hospital could not have
been better; I was not just a number,” Brauer said about
his surgery experience.
Brauer’s hospital experience is no coincidence. In 2008,
Texas Spine & Joint Hospital received a five-star rating
in total knee replacement and spine surgery by HealthGrades, the leading independent health care ratings company. To receive this recognition, a hospital must significantly exceed expectations for quality surgical outcomes.
“I am very pleased with his results and the outcomes my
patients consistently receive from Texas Spine & Joint
Hospital,” Dr. Goodfried said.
Today Denny Brauer is back on the lake, standing in his
boat and casting his line to see what award-winning catch
will be next. “For me it was a win-win situation. Not only
is the pain in my knee gone, now I can continue doing
what I love for years to come.” 1
12
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What your

Back Pain

is telling you
By Mali R. Schantz-Feld

Before jumping into surgery, consider alternative
solutions or the XLIF procedure

E

ver have that nagging pain in your lower back when you crawl out of
bed in the morning? How about when you get up from your chair at
work? That discomfort can be more than just a sign that the years are
catching up with you. In fact, lower back pain aﬀects four out of five people,
according to the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons. Pain can result
from a strain or sports injury, from carrying around extra weight, or from lifting
a heavy object; but in some cases, a disc may be the culprit.
Discs are soft, rubbery shock absorbers between the hard bones (vertebrae) in
the spine that allow the back to bend. Ninety percent of the time, the pain will
subside with nonsurgical solutions such as rest, pain relievers, muscle relaxers,
cold or hot compresses, or, in some tougher cases, epidural injections.
But persistent pain, leg weakness, tingling, loss of bladder control, or a burning
pain in the shoulders, neck, or arm is your body’s way of telling you that it’s
time to see an orthopedic surgeon. Doctors can get the inside view of your
disc or degenerative spine changes via a spinal X-ray, magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), or computed tomography (CT) scan. Back pain can be
caused by sciatica or pressure on the spinal nerve, resulting in a shooting pain from the buttocks down the side of the leg, or a herniated or
ruptured disc that is putting pressure on the nerves.
When nonsurgical alternatives don’t alleviate the pain, surgery
comes into play. Patients with back pain between the ages
of 30 and 60 may be experiencing a “slipped disc,” also

14
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known as spondylitis or degenerative disc disease. In some cases, the cartilage has rubbed
away, causing the vertebrae to rub together.
Several diﬀerent surgical options are available. The traditional 360-degree spinal fusion
requires an abdominal incision and movement of blood vessels to get to the disc, which is
removed through the front of the patient. After the first part of the operation, the patient
is turned over and another incision is made in the back, allowing the surgeon to remove
the muscle from the bone. An alternative type of surgery, the TLIF, only needs the back
incision. However, there are risks to both.
An innovative, minimally invasive surgery available at Azalea Orthopedics is the XLIF
(extreme lateral interbody fusion) procedure. “The XLIF procedure is designed for
people who need spinal fusion,” said Michael E. Russell II, MD, an orthopedic surgeon
with Azalea Orthopedics who specializes in the treatment of spine injury, deformity, and
degeneration. During the XLIF surgery, Dr. Russell accesses the spine through two small
incisions in the patient’s side. “I use dilatators to tunnel through the muscles; but I don’t
cut them, and there’s no scraping muscle from the bone,” he said. “Smart” probes used during the procedure direct him away from the nerves. The doctor fills the newly opened disc
space with a small spacer filled with a bone regenerative protein and fastens it in place with
surgical screws.
The XLIF procedure results in less postoperative pain, reduced blood loss, smaller incision
scars, faster recovery, and a shorter hospital stay. “Patients have 24 to 48 hours less in the
hospital after surgery and are up and walking right away,” Dr. Russell said. “In one or two
weeks, they can be back to work, depending on what they do for a living.”
Surgeons today are doing all they can so that patients can have equal or superior results
with smaller incisions, causing the least amount of distress to the body. Doing this lets
patients get back to living life. “With so many new
technologies on the horizon,” Dr. Russell said,
“minimally invasive techniques are truly the wave
Before you hop
of the future.” 1

out of bed ...

Give your back a break with
these morning exercises to help
stretch your back and decompress your discs
Stomach Lying
Put a ﬂat pillow or towel under
your chest, which will allow your
head and neck to relax down
toward the bed. You could also
turn your head to the side. If
you need support for your low
back, place a pillow under your
abdomen.
Lengthen the spine
Similar to the yoga pose Cobra,
lie on your stomach with your
feet extended. Gently raise your
upper body, keeping your arms
from your hands to your elbows
ﬂat on the bed.

>> Continued on next page

For faster
healing... no ifs,
ands, or butts
Smoking can damage tissues
in the lower back by slowing
down circulation and reducing
the ﬂow of nutrients to joints
and muscles, causing lower
back pain. In a study of people
with broken legs, complete
healing took an average of 269
days in smokers, as compared
to 136 days in nonsmokers.
Nicotine plays a signiﬁcant
role in lack of oxygen to the
tissues, interfering with healing
of bone graft surgery such as
a spinal fusion. Smokers are
more prone to injuries such
as sprains, strains, tendonitis,
bursitis, and fractures.
azaleaorthopedics
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Back Pain
>> Continued from previous page

Back
talk
By educating yourself about
the back and how it works,
you’re putting yourself
one step closer to solving
any potential problems
or pinpointing pain.
Being able to discuss
your condition with
your doctor helps
him to communicate
your options more
effectively and also
helps you to make
more informed
decisions. Here are
some words to
“back up” your
knowledge of the
spine.
MIS (Minimally Invasive
Surgery): surgery
done through very
small incisions with
miniature instruments, resulting in
reduced bleeding and
little or no scarring.
Spinal column: the 33
bones of the back.
Cervical spine (C): the top
seven vertebrae
Thoracic spine (T): the 12
vertebra corresponding to the
chest region

Help your lil' ones prevent back injuries
As adults, we take precautions to pamper our aching backs. Yoga classes, massage
therapy, and extra care when lifting and playing sports help avoid unwanted pain. It’s
easy to forget, however, that even our children, with their ﬂexible, young backs, can
sustain back injuries. Next time you’re enjoying ﬂying a kite or tossing the ball around
with your kids, remember this checklist. It can help keep their backs in tip-top shape
and prevent accidents that can turn play-time into hospital-stay time.
✓ Wear and play on proper equipment.
Some injuries occur suddenly. While broken bones, ligament problems, or spinal
cord injuries happen accidentally, wearing proper protective gear can prevent potential problems. Improper ﬁeld equipment also can attribute to broken bones. For
example, during baseball, sliding into an immobile base can result in a broken leg,
ankle or back injury. Breakaway bases are the best bet.
✓ Check for a safe playing surface.
A child can learn a hard lesson by falling on a concrete surface. Check for an even
playing surface, without holes or random objects lying around. A wooden track or
basketball court for high impact sports can be easier on the back, legs, and feet
than concrete.
✓ Find out if the coach is ready for an emergency.
No matter what the sport, the coach should be trained in ﬁrst aid and CPR to properly care for the child’s injury before the paramedics arrive or the doctor takes over.
✓ Make sure the team warms up sufﬁciently before a game.
Warm-ups before practices and games prepare muscles and bones to stretch and
move properly. That involves a gradual increase in activity that gets the muscles moving and slowly increases the heart rate. Stretching should not replace warming up.
✓ Don’t let your child overuse muscles, ligaments, and bones.
Trauma from repetitive ﬂexing, then overextension, twisting, or compression of the
back muscles from soccer, football, weight-lifting, gymnastics, wrestling, and diving
can cause lower back pain known as spondylolysis, even in children.
✓ Give their injuries time to heal.
Let the doctor recheck the child before returning to the sport. If the injury is not fully
healed, not only can it be hurt again, but other parts of the body that compensate
for the injury can start to hurt due to overexertion.
Don’t be afraid to ask your pediatrician for a referral to an orthopedic specialist, like
those at Azalea Orthopedics. Doctors who see these speciﬁc conditions each day know
the best treatment plans to get your child safely back on the playing ﬁeld.

Lumbar spine (L): the ﬁve
vertebrae that support the torso’s
weight
Sacrum (S): the triangular bone
at the base of the spine
Coccyx: also known as the tail
bone or the ﬁnal four vertebrae
Spinal disc: soft tissue structure between the vertebrae
Ligaments: bands of elastic
tissue that connect bones and
keep the joints stable
Cartilage: connective tissue that
covers the ends of the bones in
a joint
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